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Anlan multifunctional skin care device
Anlan Waterproof Ultrasonic Peeling Device is a multifunctional tool for comprehensive skin care. It is perfect for fighting problems such
as wrinkles, blackheads, acne or insufficient hydration. With as many as 5 available functions, the device allows you to comprehensively
take care of your skin. Lightweight, stylish and easy to use, it will prove indispensable on a daily basis, at home or on the go.
 
1 button - 5 different functions
At  the  touch  of  a  button  you  can  quickly  and  conveniently  change  the  way  the  device  works.  You  can  select  sonic  mode  -  ideal  for
removing blackheads, cleansing mode, moisturizing mode, massage mode and EMS massage mode. With so many options, the product is
able to meet a variety of needs and provide comprehensive care for your skin.
 
Ultrasonic cleansing - the reliable way to get rid of blackheads
Ultrasonic high-frequency vibrations of 24000/s penetrate the skin and act on it to a depth of up to 3-5 mm. This deep cleansing action
effectively eliminates dirt. This feature works especially well in the fight against blackheads. Using the power of ultrasonic vibrations, you
will ensure a clean, beautiful complexion.
 
Extraordinary power of positive and negative ions
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In  the  cleansing  mode Anlan  Waterproof  Ultrasonic  Peeling  Device  uses  the  properties  of  positive  ions  to  effectively  eliminate  dirt.  In
moisturizing mode, the device uses negative ions to refresh and nourish your skin, restoring its vitality and youthful appearance.
 
Perfect effect of high temperature
When the device is in massage mode, it affects your face with a temperature of 45°. Such hot compresses open the pores and stimulate
the circulation. With Anlan you will treat yourself to a real home SPA and enjoy a well-groomed, healthy, smooth complexion.
 
EMS massage for more collagen
Choose the EMS massage mode to subject your skin to the action of microcurrents, which contribute to increased collagen production. As
a result, your skin becomes more supple and smooth. Anlan Waterproof Ultrasonic Peeling Device will help you regain a youthful, fresh,
stunning appearance.
 
Stylish, ergonomic, practical
Made of stainless steel, the device's tip is safe for the skin and perfectly fits the shape of your face. The ergonomic design makes the
product incredibly comfortable to use. The casing is made of antibacterial ABS plastic, which makes it durable and safe and hygienic for
you. Moreover, the device is IPX5 waterproof, so you can use it also in the bathroom.
 
Waterproof ultrasonic peeling x1
USB cable x1
Flannel bag x1
User manual x1
Brand
ANLAN
Name
Ultrasonic Skin Scrubber
Model
ALCPJ06-02
Functions
Ultrasonic, Hot Compress, Ion+, Ion-, EMS
Hot compress
About 45°C
Waterproof level
IPX5
Size
170x43x16 mm
Weight
About 88 g
Material
ABS, stainless steel
Color
White
Battery capacity
500 mAh
Automatic shutdown time
5 min.
Charging time
About 2.5 h
Ultrasonic frequency
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24 000/s

Preço:

Antes: € 37.9947

Agora: € 35.50

Saúde e beleza, Skincare equipment
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